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This study looks at the effects of instruction and music on the secondary language 
acquisition (SLA) of Spanish stress in both spoken language and song.  The study 
consisted of 10 native English speaking university students enrolled in an undergraduate 
Spanish phonetics and phonology class where they received explicit instruction on 
Spanish stress rules.  To supplement the classroom instruction, the students had to 
practice singing Spanish songs at home.  The results show that the students were able to 
make significant improvement in their ability to correctly product Spanish stress patterns 
in both spoken language and in music.  Further analysis suggests that music can be an 
effective tool in facilitating SLA of Spanish stress. 
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The teaching of Spanish as a second language (L2) has traditionally focused on 
the acquisition of structures (grammar and vocabulary) while pronunciation has been 
largely neglected (Olson, 2014, p. 47).  Although pronunciation is not heavily 
emphasized in the classroom setting, it is one of the most notable aspects of a L2 
learner’s speech.  Incorrect pronunciation is not considered a serious problem until it 
impedes comprehension.  In fact a study by Scales (2006) found that both native speakers 
and L2 learners of English had a preference for native accents, and this preference was 
directly correlated to how easy it was to understand (p. 727).  That is to say that an accent 
has a significant impact on the basic function of language, the ability to effectively 
communicate.  Not only that, but native accents also carry a stereotype of being well-
educated and just being all around pleasant to listen to (Scales, 2006, p. 729).  With all of 
these things in mind it is no wonder that most L2 learners strive towards having a native-
like accent (Scales, 2006, p. 723). 
There are many variables that affect the acquisition of native-like pronunciation 
of a second language.  The ease of acquisition of an L2 can depend greatly on the age of 
the learner.  The Critical Theory Hypothesis states that L2 acquisition is negatively 
correlated to age, mainly that it becomes significantly more difficult after puberty 
because natural and effortless language acquisition ceases (Lenneberg, 1967).  Given that 
many students begin studying a second language after puberty in the U.S., there needs to 
be way to teach them proper pronunciation.   Recently there have been a number of 
second language acquisition (SLA) studies that have shown that Spanish pronunciation 
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can be aided by explicit instruction in Spanish phonetics within the classroom setting, 
specifically in upper division university classrooms (Elliott, 1995; Felps, Bortfeld, & 
Gutierrez-Osuna, 2009; Hazel Obarow, 2004; Lord, 2005, 2008, 2010; Olson, 2014).  
The intermediate university L2 learners in these studies were students that have at least 
two years of formal education in the target language.   These university students showed 
significant improvement in the pronunciation of sounds that are generally considered 
problem areas for native English speakers learning Spanish, which include: diphthongs 
within and between words, voice onset times, and vibrant trills (Lord, 2005, p. 564). 
The recent surge of studies on the SLA of Spanish pronunciation show that 
pronunciation is significantly improvable beyond a learner’s youth, but it must now be 
considered how best to take that knowledge and apply it to teaching L2 learners (Olson, 
2014, p. 47).  There are several factors that seem to be crucial in the effective acquisition 
of L2 Spanish pronunciation amongst L2 learners.  The L2 learners’ own attitude towards 
learning better pronunciation is one of the key factors that influences how well an L2 
learner is able to eliminate their foreign accent (Elliot, 1995, p. 366).  Motivation is key, 
being able to motivate the learners to desire more native-like speech and improving their 
overall attitude towards in terms of how important it is to learn good pronunciation is 
what facilitates significant improvement in SLA of L2 pronunciation.   Significant 
improvement of pronunciation has also been closely tied to the amount of time spent with 
the L2 as well (Kissling, 2013, p. 734). 
Another variable that might improve acquisition of pronunciation is music. 
College students are surrounded by music everywhere they go, and many students listen 
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to music as they commute to and from school, in between classes, and even as they study 
(Ayotte, 2004, p. 1).  For this reason music can be an effective tool in teaching L2 
phonetics to students.  Music is a fun supplement to regular explicit classroom instruction 
and many studies have shown its use in the classroom to yield positive results in being 
able to motivate students, and showing significant improvement in areas of language such 
as pronunciation and vocabulary acquisition.(Li, 2009; Pyper, 2006; Ayotte, 2004; Hazel 
2004).   As a great majority of college students have integrated music into their daily 
routine, the introduction of Spanish music could potentially swap out some of the usual 
music they listen to recreationally with Spanish music which would greatly increase the 
amount of exposure the L2 learners would have with the language. 
The majority of the classroom studies on Spanish phonetics and phonology have 
looked at the acquisition of discrete sounds such as vowels and consonants.  In contrast, 
this study focuses on a suprasegmental feature, specifically the production of stress.  The 
study looks at how instruction affects the acquisition of Spanish stress in native English 






Music and Language 
Music and language appear to be different subjects at first, but when looked at in 
depth they actually tend to be very similar.  Both music and language exist universally 
within different cultures and are observed primarily through the sense of sound, and 
therefore share the same mechanisms for perception, cognition, and sound (Ayotte, 2004, 
p. 10).  It has been found that music and language are processed in the same region of the 
brain (Koelsch et. al, 2001).  Different regions of the brain are used for different 
functions and process different stimuli, and similar functions are grouped together and 
processed in the same areas of the brain.  Koelsch et. al’s study implies that music and 
language share a common.  In fact, not only did their study find that the same area of the 
brain is used in the processing of language and music, but they also found that musical 
and syntax is processed in the same way that the brain processes language syntax 
(Koelsch et al., 2001, p. 543).  This syntax is the complex system of rules that dictate 
how sounds are put together in both language and in music (Patel, 2003, p. 674). 
Stress in English and Spanish 
 The prosodic feature of stress exists in both Spanish and English (Saalfeld, 2012, 
p. 284).  In the English language, which does not use diacritical marks, has unspoken 
rules of stress; many words that can serve as either a noun or a verb are differentiated by 
the stressing of the correct syllable.  The stress differences in English are almost always 
semantically related, being the differences between a noun and a verb (Saalfeld, 2012, p. 
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284).  For example, “contract” said with the stress on the first syllable is a noun, but 
when spoken with a stress on the second syllable it becomes a verb (“CONtract” and 
“conTRACT”).  Although variable stressing is exists in English, it is not crucial to the 
distinguishing of words as verbs or nouns because context clues are usually sufficient in 
decoding the meaning.  The difference caused by stress is more prominent in Spanish 
which has a more widespread use of specific stress patterns.  For example “hablo” said 
with the stressed syllable on the “a” is the first person present indicative conjugation of to 
speak “I speak” but if the last syllable “o” is stressed then it becomes the third person 
preterit (past) conjugation “he/she spoke”. 
With a mirrored set of skills needed for stress patterns in both languages, native 
English speakers should be naturally good at correctly stressing words in Spanish.  In 
reality we find that this is not the case.  These stress patterns are used in different ways 
and create different meanings when English is compared with Spanish and this makes it 
hard for L2 learners to learn a new system and abandon the old habits (Saalfeld, 2012, 
p.285). 
Music in L2 Learning 
One of the greatest advantages of using music as an educational tool is that it is a 
great way to get students engaged.  Several studies that involved the use of music in a L2 
classroom show that students responded positively to the use of music and felt more 
motivated in their studies language studies (Ayotte, 2004; Hazel Obarow, 2004; Li, 2009; 
Pyper, 2006).  Some of the student even commented, saying that they would prefer the 
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use of more music in the classroom (Pyper, 2006).  Because students tend to enjoy and 
prefer the use of music in the classroom, it can be used as a fun motivational supplement 
to traditional pedagogy (Jolly, 1975, p. 13).   
In fact, Jolly (1975) concludes that, through music, learners can capitalize on the 
innate response we have to the rhythmic patterns of language:  citing a study done by two 
Boston doctors who found that new born babies responded to and are were influenced by 
rhythmic patterns of language.  This suggests that some of the skills associated with the 
suprasegmental features of a language are innate, and not learned.  Spoken language and 
having an accent has a lot to do with breaking from the normal rhythm of the way it 
should be spoken.  This deviation from what is considered normal has to do with the fact 
that both music and language are processed in a way that involves the creation of 
expectation of what is to come (Jackendoff, 2009; Patel, 2008).  Such a deviation in 
music would be called “off-beat” or “out of key” and in language it can be a mess up in 
prosodic features such as rhythm of stress   Stressed syllables act as markers of beat or 
meter in a language just as beat is controlled in music by note length and rhythm; the 






The present study focuses on how the acquisition of Spanish stress is affected by a 
varied instruction method, and how the effects differ between regular spoken language 
and in music.  Unlike the previous studies mentioned, this study incorporates a 
combination of traditional phonetics instruction (including phonetic transcription, oral 
pronunciation practice) as seen in previous studies and includes musical activities with 
the aim of engaging the students in an activity where they can practice what they learn in 
the lectures. 
Research Question & Hypothesis 
1. Does the instruction significantly improve the students’ ability to produce correct 
Spanish stress? 
2. Is there a significant correlation between the improvements gained in the 
production of Spanish stress in speaking and singing? 
Hypothesis 1:  Students who receive instruction on Spanish stress will show 
significant improvement in their ability to accurately replicate Spanish stress patterns. 
Hypothesis 2: The improvements made in singing will mirror that of spoken Spanish, 






The data was collected from 10 students enrolled in an upper-division Spanish  
phonetics and phonology class.  All 10 students were native English speakers, learning 
Spanish as a second language.  The students have completed at least 3 semesters of 
university Spanish (or equivalent) as a prerequisite for the class.  The students had an 
average of 4.6 semesters of Spanish before this course, with a lower min of 3 semesters 







Student Sex Semesters of Spanish 
Study/Speak other 
Languages 
1 F 4 no 
2 M 4 no 
3 F 4 no 
4 F 6 no 
5 M 5 no 
6 F 3 no 
7 M 5 no 
8 F 5 no 
9 F 7 no 











Tasks and Treatment 
This phonetics course is an introductory course focused on two aspects: the  
theoretical aspect of the different sounds in the Spanish language which consists of being 
able to identify and transcribe the different sounds, and the practical aspect which deals 
with improving the students’ pronunciation of Spanish.  There are 7 learning objectives 
for this course: 1) Reduce the American accent in spoken Spanish, 2) Describe the sounds 
of Spanish bused upon an understanding of how Spanish is articulated verbally, 3) 
Describe in writing, and verbally, the phonemes and allophones of Spanish. 4) Explain 
when called upon, the basic Spanish syllabic structure and the Spanish stress system, 5) 
Produce a graphic representation of Spanish sounds using phonetic symbols, 6) 
Transcribe Spanish words or sentences using phonetic symbols, 7) Articulate in writing 
and understanding of significant dialectical variants of the Spanish language.   The class 
meets twice a week for a total of three hours every week for 15 weeks.  In class, the 
students learn about the various sounds of the Spanish language and the contrast between 
English and Spanish.  Class time (aside from lectures) is used to practice transcribing and 
reading phonetic transcriptions, oral pronunciation practice, and gaining an anatomical 
understanding of how the sounds develop in the mouth.  This includes the manner of 
articulation, the mode of articulation, and the vocal cord actions.  The students learn 
practice the three basic stress patterns found in Spanish.  The 3 three basic stress patterns 
are oxytone (agudas), paroxytone (llanas), and proparoxytone (esdrújulas) which means 
that the stress falls on either the last syllable, the second-to-last syllable, or the third-to-
last syllable respectively. 
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Throughout the semester the students have to do a series of 3 different recordings  
at home.  The recordings consist of a script of words (as well as a reference recording of 
the correct pronunciation of those words) that are representative of what is taught in 
class, and they students must record themselves saying those words.  The students also 
have to practice and record themselves singing Spanish songs.  The students practice and 
sing “Guantanamera” by Helmut Lotti, and “Fotografía” by Juanes (Appendix).  
Guantanamera is a good introductory song and was sung at the beginning of the semester 
because it uses simple vocabulary, is repetitive, and has a slow and predictable beat.  
Fotografía has a faster, more native-speech-pace and has many words that compliment 
that course with a variety of stress patterns both with and without diacritical marks such 
as “decir” and “estás” both of which are oxytones. 
Instrumentation 
The data analyzed came from a pre- and post-recording, one recording from the 
beginning of the semester and one recording at the end of the semester before and after 
the any instruction or practice.  The pre-recording consisted of a list of 142 words, 
designed to test the students on all of the different phonetic and phonological subjects 
that the students will learn in the class (Appendix).  Within the list are words that test for 
the different stress patterns the students learn during the semester such as “águila” and 
“atídoto” (proparoxytone), “difícil” (paroxytone) and “domino” (oxytone).  Along with 
the list of words, the students also record themselves singing Guantanamera, and they 
upload the recording onto WebCampus.  The students do all of the recordings at home.  
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The post-test is done at the end of the semester and the students recorded themselves 
saying the same words.  The post-semester song recording is a recording of the students 
singing Fotografía. 
Data Analysis 
The audio data from the recordings was graded by the researcher (a fluent Spanish 
L2 speaker), along with a native speaker to ensure accuracy, for the production of correct 
stress.  Other aspects of Spanish pronunciation was not accounted for in the analysis of 
these data.  For the spoken recordings each word was given a value of one point for 
correct stress, the total is represented as a percent value out of 142.  For the song 
recordings, each word in the song that had more than one syllable was used for the 
grading of the song recordings. These data are also calculated into a percentage out of 43 
for Guantanamera and out of 70 for Fotografía. 
For example the word <deposito> is a paroxytone, so if the student pronounced it 
as [de.po.sí.to] then they would get one point, but [de.pó.si.to], [de.po.si.tó], is 
zero points. 
To investigate the statistical significance of the data, a paired t-test is done on the 
students’ scores on the spoken recordings, and also on the song recordings. A t-test is 
also done on the amount of improvement the students show on the spoken test compared 




Results and Discussion 
For the spoken recordings, the students averaged 89.7% accuracy before any 
treatment (at the start of the semester) and ended the semester averaging 95.5%.  This 
means that the students had an overall positive improvement as a group with an average 
improvement of 5.88% over the course of the semester.  The standard deviation for the 
difference between the tests is ±2.4% which means that statistically all L2 learner 
students will show improvement.  Within the experimental group (n=10) all of the 
participants showed a positive change in their test scores as shown in Table 2.  A paired t-
test showed that the students’ improvements of their score are statistically significant (t = 







Student Pre Post Difference 
1 89.43662 96.05263 6.616011861 
2 83.09859 89.47368 6.375092661 
3 89.43662 92.10526 2.66864344 
4 92.25352 100 7.746478873 
5 88.02817 90.78947 2.76130467 
6 85.91549 94.73684 8.821349148 
7 93.66197 98.68421 5.022238695 
8 88.02817 97.36842 9.340252039 
9 96.47887 100 3.521126761 
10 90.14085 96.05263 5.911786509 
Average 89.64789 95.52632 5.878428466 
Table 2: Individual Scores for Spoken Pre and Post-test. (t = 7.95, df = 11, p < 0.0001*). 
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For the song recordings, the students averaged had a mean average of 92.6% for 
the pre-recording and ended the semester with a mean score of 99.4% (Table 3).  The 
mean improvement (not including students 7, 8 and 9 because they were unable to show 
improvement due to the fact that they started at 100%) is 9.81%.  A t-test shows that the 
improvements made by the students is significant with a p<0.01*.   
The analysis of these data show that the students were able to demonstrate 
significant improvement with a mean improvement of 5.88% in their spoken recordings 
and a mean improvement of 9.81% in their song recordings.  These data supports 
Hypothesis 1 for both the spoken and song recordings, stating that the students receiving 
instruction on correct Spanish stress patterns will show significant improvement in 
Spanish stress.  The idea that teaching Spanish pronunciation is a beneficial endeavor is 
furthered by these data.  Specifically, theses data suggest that Spanish stress can be taught 
with hope for significant improvement for the L2 learners of Spanish.  The participants in 
this study that received classroom instruction and practiced at home with music, were 
able to make great improvements in stressing the correct syllable.  The results showed 
that every native English L2 student of Spanish was able to make improvements in their 












Student Pre Post Difference 
1 88.37209 100 11.62790698 
2 76.74419 94.28571 17.54152824 
3 93.02326 100 6.976744186 
4 95.34884 100 4.651162791 
5 88.37209 100 11.62790698 
6 86.04651 100 13.95348837 
7 100 100 0 
8 100 100 0 
9 100 100 0 
10 97.67442 100 2.325581395 
Average 92.55814 99.42857 9.814902705 
Table 3: Individual Scores for Song Pre and Post-test. (t = 3.0509, df = 8, p < 0.01*). 
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The students were able to make a greater mean improvement in their scores for 
the song recordings, with a 9.81% increase compared to the 5.88% seen in the spoken 
recordings.  Although the students made a greater improvement on their song recordings, 
a t-test shows that these improvements are not significant.  This does not support 
Hypothesis 2, which states that there will be a significant correlation between the 
improvements made in speaking and singing.  Although the results were not statistically 
significant between the two recordings, there are some interesting patterns worth noting. 
The results for the post test of the song recordings are particularly interesting 
because of the high average score of 99.4% (Table 3).  Looking at the individual scores, 9 
of the 10 students were able to get 100% accuracy in their production of Spanish stress 
patterns throughout the song.  Not only were they able to get such a high marks compared 
to the first recording, the second recording is considerable harder considering the fact that 
Fotografía uses harder vocabulary and is sung at a faster pace.  This suggests that the 
students had a much easier time correctly producing Spanish stress in music, compared to 
speech (which only has 2 students with 100% accuracy).  Looking at individual scores of 
the students who seem to struggle the most in acquiring the stress patterns, the students 
seem to have less difficulty with the song recordings.  Student 2 has the lowest pre-
recording scores in both the spoken and song recordings, as well as the lowest post-
recording scores.  Student 2 has an average improvement of about 6% in his spoken 
recordings yielding a score of just under 90% for his post-recording.  Although student 2 
shows average improvement in the spoken recordings, on the song recordings student 2 
shows the greatest improvement with a difference of 17.5% between this scores.  Also, 
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students 3 and 5, who both show little improvement in the spoken recordings (under 3%) 
and who both have post-recording scores that are under the average of 95%, are able to 
get 100% accuracy in their song post-recording.  These individual scores suggest that 
music is helpful in facilitating the acquisition of Spanish stress patterns for L2 learners 
who are struggling with this prosodic feature. 
Although this study produced promising results, there are some aspects that can 
be improved upon in future studies.  As with any statistical analysis, having more 
samples helps to provide more accurate statistics and yield a smaller standard deviation.  
This study was conducted with a relatively small sample size of n=10, this means that 
there is a possibility that the data collected can be skewed slightly due to statistical 
inferences.  Incorporating a larger sample size in future work would help to cover a larger 
demographic of L2 learners of Spanish, beyond a single classroom.  The most profound 
limitation to this study is having only a single group, especially lacking a control group.  
Multiple groups would be essential is testing various novel methods of instruction to 
determine which is most effective, along with a control group which adheres strictly to a 
traditional classroom pedagogy to see what effects the different methods produce.  Future 
studies could also look at different aspects of Spanish pronunciation.  Of particular 
interest could be the pronunciation of cognates (words derived from the same root word); 
during the data gathering there was a noticeable trend for the students to mispronounce 





The purpose of this study was to see if production of Spanish stress patterns could 
be improved through classroom instruction.  Looking at the data collected, the students 
were able to improve their pronunciation during the course of the semester.  Not only did 
they improve, they were able to make statistically significant progress.  In view of these 
findings, we can say that Hypothesis 1, which states that the instruction will help to 
improve stress upheld.  Hypothesis 2, which states that the improvements in the spoken 
and the sung recordings will have significant correlation, is not fully supported by the 
results.  Although the finding for spoken and song recordings were not statistically 
significant.  However, when looking at individual scores it seems that the people who 
were struggling the most were able to make big improvements through music.  The 
results of this study reiterate the validity of teaching Spanish pronunciation, and opens up 
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List of Words for Spoken Recordings 
 
Spanish Phonetics / Phonology    GRABACIÓN   A             
                 SPAN 312     
  
1. águila  
2. análisis   
3. animo  
4. ánimo    
5. antídoto  
6. árboles  
7. bárbaro  
8. belleza    
9. bilingüe  
10. burrito  
11. cacique  
12. calificación  
13. camino    
14. caminó  
15. cantar   
16. cantidad  
17. casa   
18. civilización  
19. colorado  
20. coméis  
24 
 
21. conferencia  
22. contar  
23. conversación  
24. corazón  
25. cristal  
26. Cristóbal  
27. democracia  
28. deposito   
29. depositó  
30. depósito   
31. desastre  
32. deuda  
33. difícil  
34. dígame  
35. dígamelo  
36. diplomático  
37. dividido    
38. doctor  
39. domino     
40. dominó  
41. dómino     
42. Don Quijote  
43. económico  
44. elegir  
45. enchilada  
46. esbelto  
47. especialización  
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48. espejo      
  
   49. esta    
50. está  
51. Esteban  
52. estudiáis  
53. farmacia  
54. fenómeno  
55. fósforo    
56. gemir  
57. gitano  
58. grabación   
59. guerra  
60. hambre   
61. hombre  
62. hospital  
63. imperio  
64. individuo  
65. infeliz    
66. inteligente  
67. intenso  
68. interior  
69. inventar    
70. Israel  
71. jardín  
72. José   
73. lastima       
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74. lástima  
75. lees    
76. leyes   
77. literatura  
78. mago  
79. mango   
80. matemáticas  
81. mía     
82. Miguel  
83. milla   
84. modificación  
85. monstruoso  
86. museo  
87. música    
88. obsequio  
89. ocupado  
90. oficial  
91. operación  
92. oportunidad  
93. parque  
94. particular  
95. pasa  
96. peculiar    
 97. pedo      
98. peina  
99. pena   
100. pero   
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101. perro  
102. popular  
103. posa   
104. poza   
105. preocupa  
106. preposición  
107. presidente  
108. proposición  
109. pubertad  
110. quinientos  
111. rasa   
112. raza  
113. reino  
114. reno  
115. responsabilidad  
116. ridículo  
117. rosa   
118. sal   
119. señor  
120. señorita  
121. significa  
122. situado  
123. sociedad  
124. sol   
125. suciedad  
126. taco  
127. tal   
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128. taxi  
129. taza  
130. teléfono  
131. termómetro  
132. todo  
133. toro  
134. tráigamela  
135. universidad  
136. veinte  
137. veis  
138. vender   
139. vente  
140. ves  
141. viento  





Lyrics for “Guantanamera” 
Guantanamera 
Helmut Lotti   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uB0VSOrNhJ8 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera 
Yo soy un hombre sincero 
De donde crece la palma. 
Yo soy un hombre sincero 
De donde crece la palma. 
Y antes de morirme quiero 
Echar mis versos del alma. 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera (dos veces) 
Mi verso es de un verde claro 
Y de un carmín encendido 
Mi verso es un cierve herido 
Que busca en el monte amparo. 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera (2 veces) 
Con los pobres de la tierra 
Quiero yo mi suerte echar. 
Con los pobres de la tierra 
Quiero yo mi suerte echar 
El arroyo de la sierra 
Me complace más que el mar 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera 
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Guantanamera guajira guantanamera 
Guantanamera guajira guantanamera  
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Lyrics for Fotografía 
Fotografía 
Juanes y Nelly Furtado   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flr8vDQ9Wuc 
 
Cada vez que yo me voy llevo a un lado de mi piel 
Tus fotografías para verlas cada vez 
Que tu ausencia me devora entero el corazón 
Y yo no tengo remedio mas que amarte 
 
Y en la distancia te puedo ver 
Cuando tus fotos me siento a ver 
Y en las estrellas tus ojos ver 
Cuando tus fotos me siento a ver 
 
Cada vez que te busco te vas 
Y cada vez que te llamo no estás 
Es por eso que debo decir 
Que tú solo en mis fotos estás 
 
Cada vez que te busco te vas 
Y cada vez que te llamo no estás 
Es por eso que debo decir 
Que tú solo en mis fotos estás 
 
Cuando hay un abismo desnudo 
Que se opone entre los dos 
Yo me valgo del recuerdo taciturno de tu voz 
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Y de nuevo siento enfermo este corazón 
Que no le queda remedio mas que amarte 
 
Y en la distancia te puedo ver 
Cuando tus fotos me siento a ver 
Y en las estrellas tus ojos ver 
Cuando tus fotos me siento a ver 
 
Cada vez que te busco te vas 
Y cada vez que te llamo no estás 
Es por eso que debo decir 
Que tú solo en mis fotos estás 
 
Cada vez que te busco te vas 
Y cada vez que te llamo no estás 
Es por eso que debo decir 
Que tú solo en mis fotos estás 
